


KF stands for “KEY TO THE FUTURE” and this idea underlines

the main characteristics of our Company since its foundation.

Our motto “YOUR IDEAS, OUR NEXT CHALLENGE”

underlines our daily focus and activity to satisfy our

customers’ ideas with solutions from ourselves and from our

partners and suppliers.

Our philosophy is always to establish a perfect partnership

both with suppliers and customers. We believe that our “key to

the future” is to put the customers at the centre and give

them all the attention and support they need, to build up a win-

win relationship, which will assure additional value and high

quality before and after sales activities.



Modena, Piazza Grande

In a region known for Sport Cars, Dreams, Italian Passion and

«La Dolce Vita», in a city famous for Italian food specialties

such as amazing Balsamic Vinegar, home to outstanding

Singers and Fashion Designers and more ….

In 1996 we established KF, with the trust that «the future

belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their

dreams» and with the idea that everything around is

connected; and not only in business.

Our thoughts and our passion create our products and our

relationships; our products and our relationships create our

success and the dream for our next challenge.



CREATE “RAVING FAN” CUSTOMERS

…making them so satisfied with our quality, service and performance, that

they would be crazy to even consider changing from us. Making of our

customer’s ideas our next challenge as well as the compass in our daily

navigation towards the common goal of the end user’s final experience,

achieving the leading position in the marketplace.

A Team committed in doing great things, cooperating to deliver exceptional

business results for our Customers. We are accountable, result-driven and

focused on creating value, through continuous improvement and excellent

execution.

A World more and more organized around visual and touch interaction, where

it becomes as commonplace as listening and talking, enabling the evolution of

the consumer experience through solutions created by our customers

You Dream, We Display!



Founded 1996

H.Q. Only Modena ITALY

Production site Modena and Ivrea + Shenzhen

Employees 14 in the HQ, 6 in Ivrea

Represented in Europe and EMEA

Product Lines 
Monitors (with and w/o PC), Money management 

peripherals, printers



100K+

14 people in H.Q.
8.3€M

3 Production sites 10Years..

years24
Monitors produced so far

(with and w/o PC)

Experience in electronics

(KF’s H.Q. Only)2 in R&D Modena + 2 Shenzhen

Modena – Ivrea (To) – Shenzhen ..focused on quality ISO9001

(edition 2015)



Over the past few years, the internal evolution of KF has led to a new organisation based on

different levels of proposal to the market:

Production, Integration and Distribution;

together with 4 clear product lines (monitors/visualization,

money management, printers and magnetic/chip card recognition).

The willingness to follow the theories of lean thinking, focus on a few specific things and to offer to

our customers specific and efficient services, this is the hallmark of the new KF of the future.

Our range of products has been arrived at as a result of over twenty years experience and

by close relationships with our project partners, companies of global significance, certified

producers and qualified suppliers.



Industrial monitors from 4,3” to 55”, for different applications (Petrol

stations, ATM, Digital signage, Medical, Vending machine, Ticketing

machine). With many customised features: Touch screen, wide

temperature range -30 + 85, vandal proofing, privacy filter, AG,AR,AF

treatment IP and IK level. KF’S own Ad Board (VGA-HDMI-DP-Remote

Control and Various Sensors).



For more than 22 years we have represented high quality products in the field of

money management for the Italian market. We provide the best solutions that

help making automated cash transactions as secure as possible thanks to the

highest Japanese quality products. Bill and coin acceptors/dispensers, recyclers

and hoppers for different applications: outdoor payment terminals, self-checkout,

safes, vending machines, banking,

kiosks, transportation, ticketing ….



These are complementary lines in KF which support customers who produce

complex machines for vending and ticketing applications. We can provide a wide

range of thermal and impact Printers, with and without display, in different

dimensions. We can supply ID Peripherals, manual or motorised, swipe or

insertion, readers/writers for panel or desktop solutions.



Interactive communication solution.

A New era is opening for the Human Race...

“Visualize...touch...listen...talk” all in one technology and

product. This is a solution which will have many uses in the

world of tomorrow; Magic Interactive Mirrors, Black Boards for

schools and more, interactive touch tables or meeting Pads

and your ideas!

Customised Industrial monitors (indoor and outdoor) with and

without touch screens, from 4,3” to 55” and more, wide

temperature range, with and without PC, with any kind of

brightness and technology inside.

We are the leading manufacturer of monitors for Italian

Railways, Post Office Kiosks, rugged TFTs and Ad board

kits. We are the top provider of monitors for Toll Booths on

the Italian highway network, for Banking Deposit machine

as well for 2 of the major ATM makers in Italy and Spain

and so many others.



We specialise in heavily tailored solutions based on the

customer’s design. Advanced touch screen solutions,

glass or PMMA material as well as, anti finger, anti

glare, anti reflection treatment, and more…

Your ideas, our next challenge!



OPT Outdoor Payment Terminal

KF produce tailored solutions for petrol

stations, with extensive experience in

outdoor applications with touch monitors

and bill acceptors (water, sun, wide range

temperature)

Ticketing  machine Italo & Trenitalia.

More than 15 years of experience

Ticketing machine ACTV Venice

Tough application located in the

city of Venice, with its foggy and

saline environment

ATM Italian Application

Touch screen with privacy filter,

wide temperature range

ATM Spanish Application

Special solution with two 15”

monitors, vandal proof, wide

temperature range and high

brightness

Poste Italiane

Queue management system

for the Italian post office with

customised board



Here are some examples from our most  important customers using  customised KF 

products in different fields and applications.

Drawing of a customized

monitor 15”  for an outdoor 

application

Cash Management ATM/Banking OPT

Outdoor Payment Terminal

Vending machines Petrol Stations Ticketing Cash / Deposit



Our R&D department is at the heart of our company: Specialised expert engineers

design products and tailored solutions based on customer’s request. Our internal lab

develops prototypes, then checks and assembles new solutions. Inspection and Quality

control are central to our way of working in order to assure the best service to our

customers.

Drawing of a customized

monitor 15”  for an outdoor 

application

KF Ad board (12-24V) with VGA-HDMI-DP, 

remotely controllable by USB.  

Audio signal available for KF 1850

Our Engineer during one of the test 

of KF’s Quality System, about 

brightness check



“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of

their dreams” (Eleanor Roosevelt).

The strong wish to keep alive the flame of enthusiasm and passion

that has always characterized our company since its foundation

(over 20 years ago), pushed us to redesign and revitalize our

company over the last few years as well as Our “key to the future”.

The desire to prioritise research, innovation and focus on a

few narrow, but well done, specialties, was one of the reasons

why, in 2012-2013, KF redesigned its new “Future” and returned to

its initial core business. KF believes that “real” cooperation and

growth is always achieved together with partners (customers and

suppliers) Taking partners with us on the most difficult and

exciting challenges, we will never stop dreaming!



Also for 2019 KF renewed an important value for the

company; engagement in social activities in the wider

community. This includes work started in 2010 when KF

developed its concept of “Earth Social Responsibility”,

by investing in a solar powered building of 1000 sq.

meters, with the roof covered by almost 60 KwP

(including the facades), perfectly balancing energy

generation with need.

The company is not just a business but also an

instrument for making concrete contributions to the

plight of less fortunate people. This year we also

renewed, for the tenth successive year, our collaboration

with the Non Profit Association “Amazzonia” (Italian

ONLUS) which deals with human projects for the

Amazon. This is not just a financial contribution but also a

logistical one: we host their office in our headquarters

since 10 years.



In a similar way, since 2012 we have been supporting

Medici senza Frontiere (Doctors without Borders) by

delivering to them the equivalent amount of money, that we

previously used for a gratuities to customers at Christmas.

KF is also creating and coordinating a trial social project

which will be developed beetween 2019 and 2020. The

idea of this initiative is to develop a kit composed of

amorphous, light, rollable and transportable solar panels

which produce energy for storage in a battery box. The

accumulate energy will be made available exactly at the

moment it is needed for the operation of extraction pumps

for wells near villages without services in Zambia. This

project was developed with a leading Italian company in

the sector of pumps (“CAPRARI”). If it proves to be

efficient enough, it could prove to be the first of others

similar initiatives in other African Countries, including

Kenya.

Caprari Together with KF
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